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243/158 Smith Street, Collingwood, Vic 3066

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Ken  Ho

0370158853

https://realsearch.com.au/243-158-smith-street-collingwood-vic-3066
https://realsearch.com.au/ken-ho-real-estate-agent-from-juall-real-estate-camberwell


$660,000 - 690,000

Nestled in the heart of the dynamic Collingwood suburb, this property embodies the perfect blend of historical charm and

contemporary living. Surrounded by a vibrant community known for its artistic spirit and cultural diversity, the residence

stands as a testament to the suburb's rich heritage while offering modern amenities for today's lifestyle. Enjoy the

convenience of easy access to Melbourne's bustling city center, trendy cafes, and eclectic boutiques, all within a stone's

throw. This property presents an opportunity to be part of Collingwood's evolving story, providing a unique and enriching

living experience in one of Melbourne's most eclectic and exciting suburbs.Discover the AllureStep into the welcoming

ambiance of this stunning 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom apartment that exudes a sense of modern sophistication. Revel in the

delightful touch of quality chic Oak floorboards that gracefully complement the contemporary style, offering a perfect

harmony for modern living. The open-plan layout enhances the overall brightness of the space, creating an inviting

atmosphere throughout. The living area seamlessly extends to a spacious balcony, providing an ideal backdrop for

barbecue dining and sun-soaked alfresco enjoyment. The kitchen, adorned with a striking black and white theme, serves

as a haven for culinary delights, where meal preparation becomes a breeze with top-tier Miele appliances and a

convenient breakfast island. Immerse yourself in the seamless blend of style and functionality, as this apartment sets the

stage for a truly refined and comfortable living experience.Adjacent to the exceptional features of this remarkable

apartment are two well-appointed bedrooms, each equipped with spacious robes to ensure a relaxing haven after a long

day. The stunning main bedroom not only provides balcony access but also features an ensuite for added convenience.

The aesthetically pleasing bathrooms contribute to the overall comfort and elegance of the residence, while the inclusion

of basement parking adds a practical and convenient dimension to your living experience.Embrace the allure of this

captivating abode—a perfect fusion of contemporary elegance and city living. Welcome home to the epitome of modern

sophistication on Smith Street.Coveted Complex Amenities:This residence provides a host of amenities designed to

elevate your trendy inner-city lifestyle. Immerse yourself in the allure of beautifully maintained community gardens,

discover tranquility in the well-appointed library, effortlessly navigate between floors with the convenience of the lift, and

entertain friends on the barbecue terrace. This home not only boasts a stylish interior but also ensures a well-rounded

and enriching living experience, where every aspect is crafted to complement your modern urban lifestyle.Prime

Connections: Nestled in the heart of Smith Street's diverse array of eateries, enticing boutiques, and lively nightlife, this

home offers unparalleled convenience with every conceivable amenity right at its doorstep. Enjoy easy access to

city-bound trams for a swift commute to Carlton Gardens and the CBD, making urban exploration and daily life

effortlessly accessible.


